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“Back to fundamentals”
The protectionist issue has not gone away and will probably be with us
for some time, but the time has come for talks between the US, China and
the European Union, as well as with Mexico and Canada over NAFTA.
There have been some indications that agreements might be reached but
not enough to warrant any further speculation on a successful conclusion.
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At least the lull in news flow on political and international trade questions has helped
markets return to fundamentals, and notably first quarter earnings. The US earnings season
is not yet over but the number of positive earnings and revenue surprises is particularly
high. In other zones, profits have been high quality but less impressive. True, the pace of
growth has certainly slowed since the beginning of the year, especially in Europe, but the
fourth quarter of 2017 was particularly strong. There are no pointers suggesting we are at
the “beginning of the end of the cycle” and recent trends look more like mini-cycles within
the cycle itself.
At any rate, the fact that earnings have risen -while markets have trodden water- has reduced
valuations to more normal levels. We are convinced that visibility on the cycle continuing
is good and that the risk of an escalation in protectionism is still moderate. As a result, we
remain overweight equities with a focus on the eurozone and Japan.

THE ECB SOFTENS ITS STANCE

KEY POINTS
Equity overweight
maintained
Still neutral on credit
markets overall
Caution on the US dollar

US Treasuries have come under pressure with yields rising to around 3% due to core
PCE inflation hitting 2% in March as well as fiscal blunders. But the knock-on effect on
European bond markets has been very mild. Growth is slowing down, and even if the
ECB thinks this is only temporary, it wants to avoid taking any risks and has softened its
monetary normalisation stance. Emerging country debt markets have been hit harder as
their sensitivity to US bond markets is still high.
We remain underweight bonds, but we are not particularly worried. US long rates should
continue to edge higher, but Treasuries now offer satisfactory yields, limiting the capital
loss risk over time. And they are now beginning to offer interesting diversification potential
should adverse market conditions occur. That is why we have returned to neutral weightings
after being underweight. On the other hand, we are still underweight European government
bonds due to their meagre yields, a reflection of the ECB’s recent caution. Company
fundamentals remain strong, but we are neutral on credit markets overall because they look
expensive.
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However, we still believe that subordinated financial debt will
deliver better returns.
The US dollar has been erratic year to date and trading has been
disconnected from traditional fundamentals. But the fact that US
inflation is returning to normal, and Europe slowing down, has led
to a sharp move higher in the last two weeks and that too is a return
to fundamentals. We remain cautiously exposed to the US dollar.
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NEXT HEADLINE EVENTS
June 12 & 13: next Fed meeting
June 14: next ECB meeting
June 14 & 15: next BoJ meeting
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*Range of investment committee ratings on the asset class/geographical zone (from -/- to +/+).
Source: Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management (France). Ratings at 04/05/2018.
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